Apply for undergraduate collaborative research opportunity

DAYS/HOURS:
Flexible, up to 5 hours / week, M-F 9-5

DUTIES:
Come join an exciting multi-university academic research project, learn about working on a research team, and gain experience in research software development. DeclareDesign (declaredesign.org) is a project based at UCLA with team members at Yale and Columbia to help researchers improve their own research designs.

We are seeking a motivated UCLA undergraduate to support our systems for monitoring, publishing, and publicizing our software for up to 5 hours a week, supervised by Professor Graeme Blair and developer Neal Fultz in the Political Science Department. The position is good for students interested in a career in data science, software development, or considering graduate school in the social sciences.

REQUIREMENTS:
* Familiarity with Web technologies (HTML/CSS/JS).
* Experience with Linux, Git/GitHub, AWS, and a scripting language (Python, Ruby, etc) preferred.

Apply here: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeF5eSIPsi5K3ltkZHZNwr12yrwSoN_SOerL-Bm6zKK--Rhg/viewform